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Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing
and rightdoing, there is a field.
I’ll meet you there.
When the soul lies down in that grass,
the world is too full to talk about.
—Rumi

1.

T

the teacher had witnessed a car crash, there had
been screaming, and the memory had stuck with her because
people were still allowed to speak back then.
Bystanders had yelled and shouted for help. Some had cried
even though they hadn’t been involved in the crash, nor did they
know the people caught in it.
The accident’s victims… They had laid on the ground or sat on
the curb with their heads hung between their legs. They did not
speak, but merely stared at the chaos. The teacher remembered
being shocked at their apathy. Their detachment. She imagined the
crash had knocked them into a different world. In that world, there
were no ambulance sirens. There were no strangers hugging and
comforting each other. In that world, they were left alone to deal
with the aftermath.
That was then. Twelve years ago, give or take. This time, there
was no screaming by strangers. No crying, no yelling. Just two cars
colliding with a sound like a bone shattering.
And then silence.
The pickup never slowed. It ran the red light, the only one on
Main Street, missing both pot holes, but not the blue sedan.
Glass and errant pieces of metal went flying. The T-boned
sedan skidded towards the teacher standing on the sidewalk and, in
the time it did, she thought, I’m dead. And, as she did, her body
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tensed and the cancer in her guts howled with rage at being cheated
out of its prize.
The sedan ground to a stop so close she could feel the heat
radiating off its surface, hotter than the punishing midday sun,
hotter than the dust that seeped everywhere.
For a long moment, there was no other sound in the world than
the hiss of smashed engines and the trickling of break fluids onto
the asphalt. She was holding her breath. When she released it, she
became aware of the myriad tiny holes in the fabric of her jeans and
of the pea-sized glass fragments that glistened through them. She
poked a finger into one of the holes and found it curious that there
was no pain. She leaned against the traffic light, clamping a hand
over her mouth. Trapping the whimper that threatened to escape
from her trembling lips, for fear that the townsfolk would confuse it
for speaking. Twelve years ago, she wouldn’t be lynched for
speaking. But that was then and this was now. So she swallowed the
whimper and the cancer rejoiced.
From the sidewalk, she could see from one end of the town to
the other, all three hundred yards of it. Faces came to the windows
lining the street, the unrelenting heat rippling off the asphalt
distorting their features. It drew townsfolk to their front doors,
though most refused to step outside into the sun. Only a few
approached and inspected the damage. No words passed between
them. No words went out to the drivers. They didn’t ask the teacher
if she was hurt, nor did they hug and comfort each other.
Among them, a twelve-year old boy with a shaved head. She
recognized his hand-me-downs, because both of his older brothers
had worn them to her class, rough overalls mended with patches
that weren’t quite the right color. He also wore the same facial
features they did. Wild dog features. Just like the other onlookers, he
observed the damage in silence.
The sedan’s door creaked and protested. A boot pushed from
the inside until something within the hinges snapped and the door
fell off. Out slipped a thin man with cracked glasses, dropping on
the simmering asphalt. There he remained, sitting, head between his

knees, breath coming in shallow waves. Behind the cracked glasses,
his eyes were staring at nothing, as the teacher remembered how
accident victims looked in their shock. The thin man was young
enough to have been a teenager when language went away, but his
skin was old skin. Burned by the sun, scoured by the dust storms
and the drought, and turned into tanned leather, much like
everyone else’s in that town.
None of the townsfolk offered them help, but the teacher could
feel their eyes on both of them. Watching from the windows, from
the doors, from the street. Watching for any signs that they were
about to break their silence and do as humans do when the shock
wears off and drool half-uttered syllables. Watching the pair,
waiting to intervene and uphold the law. The teacher held her hand
tighter over her mouth. Look, it said to the townsfolk. Look. I’m not
making a sound.
The pickup had rolled to a stop on the other side of the street.
Its windshield had spider-webbed and there was motion behind it.
The door opened and out came its driver, his mouth forming a loose
“o”, looking around as if uncertain of his surroundings. Upon
seeing the thin man on the ground, the “O” of his mouth grew in
size. He took a few steps forward and put up a hand as if swearing
an oath. With the other, he tapped his chest right above the heart.
My fault, my fault, the gesture said in the only way that someone not
allowed to talk can ask for forgiveness. My fault.
The thin man snarled. Dragging himself first, then limping, he
walked with teeth bared towards the pickup driver. Raised fighting
fists. They screamed, how dare you, how dare you. Still, the pickup
driver tapped out his apology on his chest.
His eyes turning mad, the thin man grabbed the pickup driver
by the collar. His clenched teeth struggled to keep words locked up
inside. All that came out was a jumble of choked consonants and
spittle and his face turned a bright red.
There were townsfolk who got excited by the crash and who
might have hoped for a long, vicious fight to bring some fire to the
lethargic Main Street. They were let down. A single punch cracked

the thin man’s nose and he hit the ground on his side, bleeding. His
glasses went skittering down the road, their black frame skipping to
a rest. Above him, the pickup driver stood with a fist still extended
and a blank expression. He looked at his hand as if it didn’t belong
to him, as if it had just grown out of his body, and he shambled back
to the pickup.
The crowd shuffled at the windows and doors. Expectation on
their faces, eyes eager for more violence. When that didn’t come,
they melted back into their stores and houses. The thin man cried
into his hands, stifling the sound, receiving dirty looks from the
townsfolk for making noise like that in front of everyone. The
teacher looked over to where his glasses lay with their cracked lenses
and wondered whether she should fetch them for him.
“Can’t. I can’t,” the thin man said out loud.
She stared at him in horror. Between sobs and gulps of air,
between tears streaming down his face and dusty coughs, he spoke
those words over and over again.
“I can’t anymore.”
With a finger on her lips, the teacher rushed over to him. Stop
it, she implored him without words by trying to muffle his mouth.
Stop it, they’ll hear.
Heads turned towards them. Keep quiet, keep quiet, her eyes
told him again and she pressed her hand harder on his mouth.
“Lemme talk,” he growled and shoved her cancer-wasted frame
away.
She stumbled backwards, her heel caught the curb. Hit the
ground hard. If she hadn’t been so shocked by hearing words
spoken out loud, she would have noticed the pill bottle she had
come to town for dropping out of her purse and rolling away. She
would have noticed it bounce on the sidewalk and down into a
storm drain where it shattered, spilling the painkillers for the cancer
beyond her reach.
“I can’t, I can’t,” he said again, as if imploring her to
understand. Then, loud enough for everyone on Main Street to hear,
“How can they git way wit it?”

Several heads turned towards him with hard looks on their
faces, the insulted and the outraged. A woman moved as if in a
trance, before breaking into a run towards the Sheriff’s office a few
blocks away. The rest of the Main Street population honed in
towards the thin man. Front doors opened and men and women
with their hands curled into fists stepped outside in twos and threes.
They merged and formed bigger groups and their faces became a
blur of hard lines. More windows opened, revealing heads craning
to get a better view. Across the street, two dark-haired children, a
boy and a girl with asymmetric faces, smiled and pointed.
Flinching, the teacher crawled away, but her eyes were locked
onto the thin man. He continued shouting with an inarticulate voice
that croaked with disuse, waving and pointing his finger at the
gathering mob. “You’re lettin’ them git away wit it.”
A stone struck the thin man on the temple and he yelped with
pain. The boy with the shaved head bent down to pick up another
stone, but the teacher soon lost him, the crowd surging forward and
swallowing him.
From her spot on the sidewalk, she willed the man to stand, to
start moving, to save himself from what was about to happen. Then
it occurred to her that, there, sitting on the asphalt, was where he
wanted to be. Using his final words to hurl accusations.
He didn’t flinch when the mob laid its hands on him.
They pulled him off the ground like a rag doll. Punches and
kicks and scratches rained down. They tugged and ripped at his
clothes and bright red spots appeared where blood started soaking
through. He made an effort to cover his face with his arms, but
hands reached out and spread them. A shattering crunch echoed
and he howled. Where before they moved with anger, the scream
made the townsfolk fall over each other trying to get to him first.
Hands clawed at his mouth, holding his jaw open and reaching
inside it.
The jaw has the strongest muscles in the human body, the
teacher remembered from one of her classes as the mob tore the

thin man’s away. His eyes opened wide and let out a crawling airless
“aaaaaa”.
An open-throated scream is the first sound we learn to make, the
teacher thought, watching the gaping hole. It’s the natural sound one
makes when hurt. It’s simple, easy. It doesn’t require conscious effort.
It doesn’t require many muscles to use. She was certain the alphabet
had been born from pain.
The thin man’s eyes closed. The teacher hoped he was dead.
The mob continued tearing him apart and she averted her gaze.
She rushed to her car a couple of blocks away, still not feeling
the glass in her legs. When she got to it, she reached into her purse
for her keys, dropping them to the ground twice before unlocking
the door and getting inside. The cursing got caught in her throat.
She closed her eyes, forced herself to breathe. When she opened
them again, the boy with the shaved head was staring at her from a
distance. He had a curious expression on his dirty face. His hands
were covered by something resembling soot. He seemed puzzled, as
if he were asking, are you alright, Ma’am? She fought back tears and
nodded with the little smile she reserved for a correct answer in the
classroom. The boy kept staring, his expression showing a hint of
distrust.
In the distance behind him, the mob was breaking up. The
townsfolk shifted with lethargic moves now, their energy spent after
the climax. Those who had fallen on the ground in their eagerness
lifted themselves up. They all appeared to be coming out of a long
sleep, looking at each other with a slight sense of confusion, all wild
hair and untucked shirts. And then, the celebration. The patting of
shoulders and the shaking of bloody hands. The honest smiles, as if
they hadn’t just lynched a man. Cigarettes and flasks making the
rounds. On the ground among them lay the driver’s body.
She started the car and rode out of town, up one of its twin hills,
never once looking into the rearview mirror. With one hand, she
reached into her bag for the bottle of painkillers and found nothing.
She wanted to curse to curse to curse, but even in the isolation of

her car, ingrained habits won and she bit on her tongue until the
urge passed.
The sight of the dirt road turning towards the farmhouse, her
home, filled the teacher with relief like a sailor finding a quiet port
after a storm.
She didn’t enter the house, though. A path took her around it,
past the kitchen with its large west-facing windows, past the back
porch with the two chairs and the tiny wooden table between them,
and into the carious yellow corn fields. The feel of dirt underneath
her sneakers felt familiar, safe. She let her purse drop at her feet.
Then, holding her breath, she stepped among the stalks. Wandered
without direction for a few minutes before she felt safe enough to
fall to her knees. She tried to will herself to scream and release the
tension, but it was an empty scream that came out, without body or
timber or texture, just a ghost of sorrow. Why didn’t he keep his
mouth shut, she thought? If only he’d kept his mouth shut,
everything would have been fine.
Hours passed. Pain finally started to set in where glass had
pierced her, tiny pinpricks of white heat. The sun lowered on the
horizon, casting long shadows, covering the field in darkness. She
inhaled, focusing on the smell of warm earth. On the smell that corn
husks give off after a full day under the sun. And she focused on an
urge that seemed to be building inside her, an urge she thought had
been buried and forgotten a long time ago. An urge as dangerous as
crying out in the middle of the town after an accident. She breathed
out, feeling her muscles unclench with reluctance. When the sky
started turning the color of a bruise, she stood up and made her way
back to the farmhouse.
Once inside, she stood still, her ears reaching out to the
bedroom above and the basement below for her husband’s
footsteps. She rapped on the dining table and counted to a hundred.
No reply came, and she guessed her husband was out working the
fields. Satisfied she was alone, she made her way to the staircase
leading to the basement and, using the large key hanging from a nail
on the wall next to it, she unlocked the heavy oak door. A draft

carrying the smell of dry mold reached her as she opened it and,
after turning the light on, she descended the few steps.
On the far side of the basement, past propped-up mattresses,
rolled rugs, and bulging suitcases, stood a massive red armoire. It
took her some effort to open it. She reached inside past the motheaten clothes, shifted and contorted her arms, and managed to work
loose a panel on the back. Behind it was a large hole in the wall and,
inside that, a plastic bag.
She reached inside and pulled out a roll of loose writing paper,
covered by dark blotches. Sticky to the fingers. She had secured the
pages with a length of twine, as if she were afraid the words would
escape and she’d never lure them back again. Words scribbled in
longhand full of angles and uneven pressure. Words that hadn’t
been legal in over a decade. She untied the pages now, flipped
through them, and brought them upstairs. She pulled the living
room curtains shut before setting the documents on the mahogany
dinner table they had bought together. In her husband’s ancestral
home, a house of old things, of hundred-year old armoires and
inherited china, this was the one item she counted as theirs.
She thought that, even years after having written them, she
would still remember her own words by heart. Instead, her brain
refused to process them at all. She shook the pages, willing the
words to make sense. When that failed, she opened her mouth and
tried to utter them out loud, as if that would somehow break the
spell. Only a sound that was close to a tired sigh came out and she
coughed dust. She tried again, concentrating on the form of the
letters.
She didn’t think as much in terms of words anymore, not like in
the past. Now, her mind was filled with images. Sensations, too. The
dryness in the air, the acidic bitterness of rationed coffee. Most of
all, the constant pain the tumors in her guts caused her. She hadn’t
tried to speak, not even when alone, in… she couldn’t remember
how long it had been. Now, when she needed to hear her own
words, they eluded her.

Defeated, she fished a pencil from her purse, found the last halffinished page, and paused for a few moments to gather her thoughts.
She thought, I’m not sure I even understand written words
anymore. I know that ‘corn’ is the name of the plant that grows
outside our window, but the word is nothing but random squiggles
that make little sense to me anymore. How can I do this? After all this
time?
She rubbed her eyes and contemplated the patterns that
surfaced behind her eyelids. They were shaped like a mob with
flailing arms. They were shaped like a thin man crying, and his
cracked glasses lying on the asphalt. With an exhalation and the
pain in her legs rising, she tried to write.

